Abstract. The work proposed F5 (0.000001)-an element in the set of FTSFM 5 (Fuzzy Time Series Forecasting Model 5). It is a time series forecasting model established based on the variables of historical data, percentage of historical data, the percentage of percentage of historical data, and inverse fuzzy number. F5 (0.000001) was used to forecast historical data of tourism revenue in Sanya, with higher accuracy. Meanwhile, the data of unknown years were also predicted and studied in the work. F5 (0.000001) has become a new time series forecasting method.
Introduction
Due to widespread application of time series forecasting methods and diversity of objective things, researchers have tried to expand the existing time series forecasting methods for years through various techniques. One of the aims is to seek new time series forecasting methods with smaller gap between the predicted and actual values. Song et al [1] used fuzzy technology to propose the first fuzzy time series forecasting model in 1993;meanwhile, they studied the classical case "forecasting registration quantity from 1971 to 1992 of University of Alabama". This is an important beginning. Saxena et al. [2] proposed high-accuracy forecasting model using the concept of fuzzy number [3] in 2012.In terms of classic cases, the average forecasting error rate of the model is AFER = 0.3406%,and the mean square error MSE=9169, demonstrating an unprecedented high level. These data are used to propose Definition 1 of fuzzy time series forecasting model with high accuracy. Wang et al [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] also developed several forecasting models with the basic variable of inverse fuzzy number. In the work, the forecasting models of Literature [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] were improved to simplify their expression forms of formulas. Thus, the work proposed the set of fuzzy time series forecasting models-FTSFM 5 (Fuzzy Time Series Forecasting Model 5).One element of the collection F5(0.000001) was called common model.F5(0.000001) is a fuzzy time series forecasting model with high accuracy -AFER=0.0251% and MSE=167-while using F5(0.000001) to study classical cases [ ]
where S i is the predicted value of historical data for Year i; T-1 the historical data of Year i-1;Z i the inverse fuzzy number of Year i;P i-1 the percentage of historical data for Year i-1;Q i the percentage of percentage of historical data for Year i; µ the membership(of Element Pi-1).Forecasting Formula (3) is denoted as F5 ( µ ). Step 1: Inputting historical data;
Step 2: Establishing 3 discourse domains of historical data;
Step 3:
Building forecasting formula F5( µ );.
Step 4: Applying F5( µ ) to forecast historical data;
Step 5: Using F5 F5( µ ) to forecast the data of unknown years.
Application of F5 (0.000001) in forecasting tourist quantity of Sanya
In this section, F5 (0.000001) was applied to study tourist quantity of Sanya from 2006 to 2014, expecting to describe the whole application process of F5 (0.000001). Inputting historical data. Table 1 shows historical data of Sanya from 2006 to 2014. Constructing 3 discourse domains. Discourse domains of Sanya's tourist quantity can be constructed based on Table 1 Table 1 . Using F5(0.000001) to Forecast tourist quantity of Sanya from 2014 to 2015.The predicted value of tourist quantity for 2015 is only studied from perspective of historical data. Formula(2) cannot be directly used to calculate the predicted value of tourist quantity for 2015,due to the lack of Q2015 (percentage of percentage of tourist quantity).Therefore, it is necessary to construct rules of using F5 (0.000001) to forecast tourist quantity of unknown years.
(1)F5 (3-3-1-4) Forecasting Rule. It is supposed that the percentage of percentage of tourist quantity for the first three years (h-3,h-2,h-1) are Q h-3 ,Q h-2 and Q h-1 ,respectively.Then,it is calculated that τ ={min{Q h-3 , Q h-2 ,Q h-1 },min{Q h-3 ,Q h-2 ,Q h-1 }}.According to Formula(2) of F5(0.000001), calculation results are obtained with the parameters P h-4 and Q 1 =min{Q h-3 ,Q h-2 ,Q h-1 }; P h-3 and Q h-3 ,Q h-2 ,Q h-1 }+τ ;P h-3 and Q 3 =min{Q h-3 ,Q h-2 , Q h-1 }+2τ ;P h-2 and Q 4 =max{Q h-3 ,Q h-2 ,Q h-1 }; and T h . The calculated values, ranged in ascending orders, are small predicted value, smaller predicted value, larger predicted value and large predicted value of tourist quantity for the unknown year h, respectively. This forecasting rule is called F5(3-3-1-4) Forecasting Rule.
(2)Decision scheme of predicted values. The first decision scheme is to determine the recommend ranks of small, smaller, larger and large predicted values for 2015 according to the predicted values of 2014, which were sorted by forecasting error rate with real values. The second decision scheme is to determine the sorting method by decision-makers.
(3)Using F5 (3-3-1-4) to calculate predicted value of unknown years According to Table  1 Table 2 ). F5 (3-3-1-4) Rule to forecast Sanya's tourist quantity of the unknown year 2015.
According to Table 1 Table 3 ). According to the recommended ranks in Table 3 , the first is smaller predicted value of 1464.76,with an increase of 8.2794% than that of 2014;followed by larger predicted value 1507.35,with increase of 11.4277% than that of 2014;the third is small predicted value 1422.17,with growth of 5.1310% than that of 2014;the fourth is large predicted value 1549.94, with 14.5761% than that of 2014.The ranks can also be determined according to the second decision scheme-decision makers determine the ranks based on their years of work experience. Summary F5 (0.000001) is a common model in the set of forecasting models FTSFM 5, with high forecasting accuracy. In forecasting the data of unknown years, four predicted values can be calculated according to F5 (3-3-1-4) Rule. There are two decision schemes available for decision makers, where the first one is to obtain the recommended sorting numbers based on the sorting of predicted values in 2014.The smaller predicted value of tourist quantity in 2014 ranks first in terms of prediction accuracy (0.7696%).Thus, the smaller predicted value 1646.76 of 2015 that ranks first is expected to have high accuracy. The second decision scheme helps to make use of the experience of decision-makers. F5(0.000001)has increased a method for time series forecasting.
